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Problem Description: A recent trend in personnel operations is to reduce hierarchy and allow employee

teams to self-manage tasks, responsibilities, and rewards. Yet we know little about how this arrangement

relates to worker productivity and fairness.

Academic/Practical Relevance: We provide the first firm-based evidence that when service teams are

allowed to allocate compensation internally, the ensuing peer bargaining process can generate inequitable

outcomes for women.

Methodology: We demonstrate this using fixed effect models to identify productivity and peer bargaining

traits in 932 workers at 32 large Chinese beauty salons. We measure individual productivity through service

and prepaid card sales and measure bargaining through the division of team-based commissions. We also

build a parsimonious bargaining model to explain our empirical results.

Results: Although productivity and bargaining outcomes are positively correlated, female workers con-

sistently receive bargaining outcomes below their productivity level, while men are consistently overcom-

pensated. Importantly, we provide evidence that our results can only be explained by a combination of

higher prosociality and lower bargaining power in women. We also demonstrate that the resulting inequity

is positively correlated with shorter tenure.

Managerial Implications: Our findings provide unique organizational evidence on how bargaining among

peers relates to productivity in service operations. We show that the discriminatory social dynamics observed

throughout society are evident in operational designs that delegate decision rights to teams and that the

magnitude in these systems is at least as large as that observed in traditional hierarchical pay systems.

Managers must anticipate and mitigate this gender-based inequity because it is in and of itself an operational

performance issue, and because of the myriad of productivity, retention, and ethical implications that can

result from peer-based bargaining.
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1. Introduction

Team-based production is essential to modern firms’ operations (Huckman et al. 2009, Coff 1997,

Wuchty et al. 2007), yet managers face the constant challenge of allocating tasks and rewards to

team members when individual ability, effort, and performance are hard to measure (Prendergast

1999, Bandiera et al. 2007). To counter this information problem, managers often rely on team

members to allocate tasks (Jung et al. 2017, Huckman and Staats 2011) and assign credit and

rewards (Shaw et al. 2001, Bamberger and Levi 2009) among their peers. For example, firms like

Verve and Zappos have implemented extreme self-management systems, such as “holacracies,” in-

tended to replace hierarchy with peer-based management (Bernstein et al. 2016). Self-managed

teams are increasingly common in technology firms, such as Google and Facebook. Ideally, such

teams would allocate tasks efficiently based on relative productivity advantages and would equi-

tably assign rewards based on contributions. Recent evidence in academia, however, suggests this

allocation process is inherently inequitable to female team members; female faculty end up with

less-desirable tasks (Babcock et al. 2017) and lower recognition (Sarsons 2017). But how severe

is this inequity in more common operational settings in firms, particularly in comparison to the

gender pay gap established in hierarchical pay structures?

We argue that inequity in self-managed teams is likely to be a significant problem because the

peer-based allocation of tasks and rewards is fundamentally a “peer bargaining” process, where

tasks and earnings are negotiated among coworkers. Peer bargaining, like productivity (Huckman

and Pisano 2006, Hamilton et al. 2003, Mas and Moretti 2009, Chan et al. 2014a), represents a

persistent and estimable individual trait based in distributional preferences (Fehr and Schmidt

1999) and bargaining power (Card et al. 2015) that can vary by gender (Bowles and McGinn 2008,

Croson and Gneezy 2009). We empirically identify these separate productivity and bargaining traits

in a service operations setting, where 932 workers in a chain of 32 large beauty salons in Beijing,

China, provide salon services and sell prepaid cards over 50 months. We show that when peer

workers are allowed to divide their own team-based compensation, women are severely underpaid

for their productivity due to both stronger preference for fairness and lower bargaining power.

Our research setting provides several unique characteristics that allow us to jointly identify

worker productivity and bargaining traits. First, salon workers form small quasi-random teams by

rotating through clients and teammates, providing rich variation in work shifts, peers, clients, and

services. Second, workers receive fixed individual commissions for services (e.g., hair, cosmetics)

and team-based commissions for prepaid cards that they attempt to sell following the services.
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Services and card sales allow us to estimate two productivity measures for each worker. Third, the

team-based commissions from selling cards are divided entirely at the discretion of team members,

providing a separate measure of worker bargaining outcomes. Finally, the workforce is evenly split

between male (54 percent) and female workers, which gives us rich variation in gender mix within

teams. We estimate each worker’s bargaining trait and service and card sales productivity as

fixed effects after controlling for all observable transaction characteristics based on time, task, and

coworkers, an approach similar to the risk-adjustment used for measuring health care performance

(e.g., Huckman and Pisano 2006, Song and Huckman 2018).

We find clear evidence of heterogeneity in workers’ unique productivity and peer bargaining

traits, but most strikingly we show that gender strongly predicts under-compensation or over-

compensation relative to productivity. Although female workers have slightly higher productivity

distributions than men, they have much worse bargaining outcomes. Men make up a dispropor-

tionate number of highly compensated yet unproductive workers, while women overrepresent star

employees with poor bargaining outcomes. We implement the extreme gradient boosted trees

machine-learning algorithm (Chen and Guestrin 2016) to confirm gender as the strongest predic-

tor of bargaining outcomes, with productivity based on age and experience. These models dispel

concerns that some other observable factor correlated with gender explains the inequity in our

results.

We test for mechanisms driving this gender inequity with a parsimonious ultimatum game bar-

gaining model commonly used to model inequality aversion in the operations and marketing litera-

ture (Cui et al. 2007, Chen et al. 2008). This model includes two mechanisms that shape bargaining

outcomes and differ between men and women. First, a worker may accept less advantageous bar-

gaining outcomes because of distributional preferences for prosociality (Bénabou and Tirole 2006,

Frey and Meier 2004), equity, or equality (Rabin 1993, Fehr and Schmidt 1999), preferences more

commonly found in women than in men (Croson and Gneezy 2009). Second, workers with lower

bargaining power may consistently achieve less advantageous bargaining outcomes, which can re-

flect inherent bargaining ability (Cahuc et al. 2006, Malhotra and Bazerman 2008, Elfenbein 2015)

and the embedded social dynamics of gender (Bowles and McGinn 2008, Babcock et al. 2017,

Stevenson and Wolfers 2006). Simulation results based on our model demonstrate that the statisti-

cal moments in our data can only be explained in our model by women having both less bargaining

power and stronger equality preference. These results are important because they emphasize that

the observed pay gap is costly and involuntary for women; female workers are not simply “giving”

but are also “giving in” (Cain et al. 2014).

Our paper provides several important operational performance implications. First, the gender-

based pay inequity in our setting is in and of itself an operational performance issue, even if it does
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not directly increase costs or reduce productivity. Although a broad set of papers show workplace

discrimination based on gender or other illegal or immoral dimensions (Bowles and McGinn 2008,

Babcock and Laschever 2009, Castilla 2008, 2015, Sterling and Fernandez 2018) in hierarchical

decisions, our work demonstrates that discretionary bargaining among peer workers also generates

consistent inequity toward women, which is consistent with arguments by Bowles et al. (2005)

that gender effects are exacerbated in ambiguous negotiations such as in our self-managed teams.

While our study cannot achieve the experimental ideal of directly comparing self-managed and

hierarchical systems, we note that our estimated pay gap of 24 percent is larger than the gaps of 10

percent and 19 percent found in hierarchical pay systems in Asia and the United States respectively

(Weichselbaumer and Winter-Ebmer 2005). To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first paper

to show that the discretionary division of compensation among peers generates gender inequity in

firms.

Second, we provide evidence that underpaid workers have shorter tenure, an important oper-

ational performance measure that can result from inequity (Song et al. 2015, Card et al. 2012,

Zenger 1992). This suggests that the inequity from peer bargaining in our service operations setting

may be encouraging low productivity workers with high bargaining outcomes to stay, while driving

away higher productivity peers with lower bargaining traits.

Third, our paper demonstrates the importance of considering equity outcomes when focusing

on traditional measures of operational performance, such as worker efficiency and productivity

(Huckman and Staats 2011, Buell et al. 2016, Tan and Netessine 2018a, Staats et al. 2016, Song

et al. 2017), adding a unique and economically important dimension to service operations research

(Ang et al. 2015, Akşin et al. 2016, Yu et al. 2016, KC and Terwiesch 2009). Much of the personnel

operations literature focuses on how to optimize the allocation of tasks and rewards to workers

(Tan and Staats 2019, Ibanez et al. 2017) in order to improve operations, while we demonstrate

that this process can introduce severe bias against women.

2. Empirical Setting

Our empirical setting is service operations in a chain of 32 large beauty salons in Beijing, China. The

salons provide an array of services that include nails, hair, massage, and other beauty treatments for

an average price of 143 Chinese yuan (CNY), or equivalent to 21 U.S. dollars (USD). Worker teams

also sell prepaid cards to customers who can use these cards for future services at a discounted rate.

Customers are on average loading CNY 2634 (about USD 381) to their prepaid cards. Services are

provided through teams of on average 1.49 workers. The average salon has 17.8 employees in a given

week and makes 357.9 unique transactions per week. The salons typically are family owned and

operate seven days a week, from 11 a.m. to 11 p.m. Our data are compiled from three data sources
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and span 50 months between April 2009 and May 2013. The first source is the point-of-sale data

from each salon, which includes every service and card sales transaction. The second source comes

from the internal human resource system that includes the commission paid to each individual

worker for each transaction. The last data source includes detailed demographic information of

each worker in those transactions. Despite its richness, our data do not have unique customer

identifiers, so we cannot observe repeated business or link card sales with specific services.

2.1. Staffing and Worker Assignments

The 932 workers in our data set originate from throughout China, with the highest density in the

area surrounding Beijing. Slightly more than half (54 percent) are men, with 26 percent having

a high school education. The average age is 29.6. The recruitment and hiring process are not ob-

servable in our data, although management explained that employees are hired through multiple

processes. Most workers can be divided into two broad job classifications: stylists and beauticians.

Stylists are designated as either junior or senior level and are responsible for services related to

cutting and styling hair. Beauticians provide such services as facial spas and facial waxing. Other,

less common classifications include technicians and massage therapists. Each transaction includes

a combination of multiple tasks, which are classified in four broad categories: “senior,” “interme-

diate,” “junior,” and “beautician.” Beauticians complete all beautician tasks. Senior-level stylists

might conduct senior, intermediate, or junior tasks, while junior-level stylists are only assigned

junior tasks. Senior tasks average CNY 25.15 in commissions, intermediate tasks average CNY

26.13, and junior task average CNY 4.21. Beautician tasks average CNY 50.7.1 A key characteristic

of our setting is that worker schedules, team assignment, and customer matching are set through

a quasi-random process. Most workers are staffed 10 hours per day and five or six days per week,

with workers rotating the days they take off and the responsibility to open or close on a given day.

For a salon of about 20 employees, only 2-3 on average take off a given day.

The salons provide customers with one or more services through rotating teams of workers. Since

all employees are commission based, management focuses on ensuring that workers view customer

and task assignment as fair. Consequently, all stylists and beauticians take turns providing services

at their own level within their own group. For example, if a customer orders a “senior stylist

wash, cut, and style,” the next available junior worker in the junior-stylist group will wash the

hair (a junior task) while the next available senior worker in the senior-stylist group will cut and

style the hair (a senior task). As a result, neither the senior nor the junior stylist can choose his

or her partner. Because customer needs vary, requiring different combinations of workers, team

1 The average commission for intermediate tasks is higher than that of senior tasks because intermediate tasks on
average take longer.
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composition and peer sets will vary substantially even within a given day. Thus, although our

setting is not a true experiment, it roughly approximates one in worker assignment. In Section 5,

we address several possible concerns related to quasi-random worker assignment that might reduce

confidence in our results.

2.2. Service and Sales Compensation

The database also includes the specific commission paid to each worker for both services and card

sales. Most workers in our setting receive no base wages (i.e., 87 percent) and are paid solely on

commission. Each specific service has a fixed individual commission paid to the worker that is

beyond their control. For example, a senior stylist normally receives 27 percent of the price for a

haircut, regardless of her teammates’ identity. We note that strong norms against tipping in China

ensure that we observe total compensation for each worker. A worker on average earns 68.1 percent

of her commission from service sales; the remaining 31.9 percent is from card sales.

In addition to services, workers attempt to sell customers prepaid cards that can be used for

future services. This sales process starts when the customer first enters the salon and is greeted

by an employee acting as a host. When the host hands over a customer to the next worker, he or

she will subtly update them on the sales progress. For example, the host may tell a senior stylist

that “Mrs. Wang is really interested in getting a gold card. Can you tell her more about it?” All

employees who interact with a customer throughout the visit can attempt to sell him/her a prepaid

card, with those who are involved in the sale of the prepaid card sharing a team commission of

9 percent. For example, if both employee A and employee B are involved in selling Mrs. Wang a

card of CNY 2,000, they will bargain over a team commission equal to 2,000× 0.09 = CNY 180.

The precise bargaining process varies, given that there are no formal rules for the division of team

commissions. Typically, teams first agree on which members contributed to the sale as well as

if any one member is primarily responsible for closing the sale. Based on this conclusion, team

members then decide how to divide the commission. If teams agree that contributions were equal,

they might divide the commission equally. Although the norm in a two-person team might be for

the “closer” to receive 70 or 80 percent, there is wide discretion on this division. Team members

bargain during their downtime. Once the team has reached an agreement, they inform the cashier,

who records the final split in the company’s compensation system connected to its point-of-sale

system. Any members of the team can initiate the bargaining process, but all members have a

strong incentive to complete the bargaining process as they will not be paid for the sale unless the

bargaining outcome is recorded in the compensation system.

Card sales are designated in the data as either new cards or refills. Given that the hosts and

service teams are quasi-randomly assigned to each customer, the card sales teams are also quasi-

randomly assigned.
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Our data set contains 1,280,935 total transactions, of which approximately 7.24 percent are

card sales. Each service transaction identifies the participating workers, the specific tasks they

were assigned, the revenue generated by those tasks, and the individual commission earned by each

worker for the task. The card sales transactions list the revenue from the card as well as the workers

involved in the sale and the commission received. We note again that commissions for service are

a fixed percentage of revenue and not open for bargaining. In contrast, commissions for card sales

are 9 percent for the entire team, and each person’s commission is entirely discretionary within

the team and bargained from the team’s 9 percent commission. Although card sales are much less

common than service transactions (7.24 percent), their share of worker income is substantial (22.9

percent). In this way, we can observe the productivity on one task type where value division is fixed

and another where it is discretionary. This setting has several unique characteristics that make it

ideally configured for identifying joint heterogeneity in worker productivity and peer bargaining.

We restrict our analysis to two samples of workers who work long enough to provide reasonably

precise worker fixed effect estimates. The main sample is 571 workers with at least 30 weeks of

service and 30 card sales, with an alternative, less restrictive set of 932 workers who have at least 10

weeks of service data and 10 card transactions.2 Table 1 presents summary statistics for all 89,911

card sale transactions (39,277 card transactions involve one employee, 37,925 card transactions

involve two employees, and there are 12,709 card transactions with more than two employees), and

1,191,024 service transactions among those 932 workers. In this sample of 932 workers, the average

service costs CNY 137.92 (USD 20), while the average prepaid card sale is CNY 2,592 (USD 383).

3. Identification Strategy

Our empirical strategy is to first estimate productivity and bargaining effects for all workers, and

then compare the joint distribution of the individual measures across male and female workers.

The strongest evidence of gender-based inequity would be equal or greater productivity by women

with higher bargaining shares for men. Productivity will be measured across separate regressions

for service revenue and card sales revenue. Bargaining share will be measured based solely on

commissions from card transactions since there is no bargaining on service commissions.

We empirically identify productivity and peer bargaining traits as worker fixed effects in linear

regressions that control for transaction/service type, schedule shifts, employees’ other character-

istics, flexible time trends, salon identifiers, and coworker characteristics. This approach is widely

used to estimate employee or facility performance in such industries as health care (Huckman and

Pisano 2006), supermarkets (Mas and Moretti 2009), automotive service (Pierce and Snyder 2008),

2 All main results in the main paper will contain both samples, while all graphical illustrations are based on 571
workers. Moreover, any robustness tests on the entire worker samples will be based on all 932 workers.
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Table 1 Summary Statistics of All Transactions and Workers

Variable No. of Obs Mean Std Min Max

Panel A: All Card Transactions
Revenue 89,911 2592.1 3268.7 1.0 49,000
Commission 89,911 187.7 254.7 0.0 4,410
Hour 89,911 17.0 3.8 0 23
Weekend 89,911 0.37 0.48 0 1
Month 89,911 6.44 3.53 1 12
Year 89,911 2011.5 1.01 2009 2013
New Card 89,911 0.46 0.50 0 1

Panel B: Service Transactions
No. of Workers 1,191,024 1.48 0.79 1 22
Revenue 1,191,024 137.92 252.79 5.2 4,995
Commission 1,191,024 31.53 54.44 0.0 3,861
Hour 1,191,024 17.19 3.57 0 23
Weekend 1,191,024 0.35 0.48 0 1
Month 1,191,024 6.32 3.52 1 12
Year 1,191,024 2011.6 1.03 2009 2013
Product Sale 1,191,024 0.01 0.12 0 1

Panel C: Worker Characteristics
Age 932 28.09 4.94 19 47
Start Year 932 2010.6 1.06 2009 2013
Male 932 0.54 0.5 0 1
High School Education 932 0.26 0.44 0 1

Note: The table contains all observations related to the 932 workers who have worked at least 10 weeks in our

sample period. The unit of observation is transaction. All currency is in Chinese yuan (CNY).

and sales (Chan et al. 2014a). The approach estimates an employee’s average performance condi-

tional on the unique mix of positive and negative conditions they face. For the heart surgeons in

Huckman and Pisano (2006), for example, a surgeon’s performance measure is adjusted to account

for risk factors, such as preexisting conditions, age, and gender. For the team-based settings in Mas

and Moretti (2009) and Chan et al. (2014a), the model controls for shift-specific customer traffic

and the mix of coworkers.

We estimate three separate regressions: two predicting weekly revenue generation and one pre-

dicting weekly card commission split.3 The two revenue regressions, which are used to estimate

permanent productivity, separately use weekly service revenue and weekly card sales revenue as

dependent variables. The commission regression, which estimates the peer bargaining trait, uses

only those card transactions with more than one worker to regress each worker’s weekly commission

share on worker fixed effects and control variables (see Figure F.1 in the Appendix for distribution

of card team size). We detail each regression below.

3 We aggregate to the weekly level since we measure productivity by how much revenue an individual can contribute
to a salon in a given time. Our results are robust if we use day-level data.
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3.1. Estimating Worker Service Productivity

We use the following equation to estimate each worker’s permanent productivity in generating

service revenue:

Log(Service Revenueit) =Gs
i + ServiceTransactionTypeit + NumDaysit + CoworkerCharacteristicsit+

Shiftsit + Weekt + Storeit + εit,
(1)

where the unit of analysis is the worker-week. The dependent variable is the average logged daily

commission-adjusted revenue for worker i at their salon i in week t based on the actual number of

days worked in week t. For each transaction, we observe the list of workers who have contributed

and compute the commission-adjusted revenue for each worker by multiplying the total revenue of

this transaction with the commission percentage split of that worker. For example, assume that

a service transaction has generated USD 100, and two workers who contributed to it have earned

USD 3 and USD 7 as commissions. In this case, the service revenue from this transaction to worker

1 is 100× 3
3+7

= USD30, and the service revenue to the second worker is USD 70. Since service

commissions are fixed and increase with the contribution from one worker, the worker will have

higher commission-adjusted revenue from one transaction if she conducts a more important task

and contributes more. Our results are qualitatively the same if we use total revenue instead of

commission-adjusted revenue (see Appendix A for more details).

We also include controls that might influence a worker’s weekly service productivity.

First, we control for the average coworker characteristics for the focal worker i (i.e.,

CoworkerCharacteristicsit) during a given week t. Such characteristics include (a) the average num-

ber of coworkers in worker i’s teams during week t; (b) the distribution of job titles of coworkers who

have worked with worker i in week t (i.e., hair stylist, beautician, technician, massage, and others);

(c) the distribution of ranks of coworkers who have worked with worker i in week t (i.e., intern,

junior, intermediary, and senior); (4) the average age of coworkers who have worked with worker i

in week t.4 Second, we control for the weekly percentage from different types of transactions. The

six most commonly coded types of transactions involve more than 64 percent of all transactions:

“facial beautician,” “style,” “stylist haircut,” “massage,” “simple haircut,” and “hair care.” The

remaining 36 percent include over 1,000 rare task descriptions that we collectively code as “other.”

Third, we control for the number of days that a worker works in the given week (NumDaysit) to

tease out the noise introduced by different workers working for a different number of days. Fourth,

4 Note that we intentionally do not control for coworker fixed effects for two reasons. First, most workers have multiple
coworkers and have worked with each coworker multiple times in a week, so it is difficult to control for both the
coworker a person has worked with and the times that they worked together. Second, theoretically, we should not
control for coworker fixed effect since this will absorb the effect of coworker gender and in turn bias our estimates
downwards.
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we include store dummies to address store-level sales differences.5 Lastly, we control for the 14 shift

assignments (morning and evening) in a week with dummies and include week fixed effects. The

variables of interest are the individual fixed effects in vector Gs, which represent the risk-adjusted

permanent service productivity for all workers.6

3.2. Estimating Worker Card Sales Productivity

We estimate a worker’s productivity in selling prepaid cards using the following regression model:

Log(Card Revenueit) =Gc
i + CardTransactionTypeit + NumDaysit + CoworkerCharacteristicsit+

Shiftsit + Weekt + Storeit + εit,
(2)

We estimate a similar model to explain weekly card productivity. The dependent variable is the

average logged daily revenue generated by worker i at their salon i in week t through card sales

based on the actual number of days worked in week t. The controls are similar to Equation (1)

except CardTransactionTypeit now includes the percentage of transactions from two types, “card

initiation” and ”card refill,” since we only focus on card transactions. Unlike the previous analysis,

we do not adjust the revenue by worker’s commission split since in card transactions a worker’s

commission split does not only reflect her contribution to the card sale but also significantly depends

on her bargaining ability and pro-social preferences. The variables of interest are the individual

fixed effects in vector Gc, which represent the permanent card sales productivity for all workers.

3.3. Estimating Worker Bargaining Trait

We use the following equation to estimate each worker’s bargaining trait as an individual fixed

effect:

Cutit =Cc
i + CardTransactionTypeit + NumDaysit + CoworkerCharacteristicsj+

g(Cumulative Card Transactionsit−1) + g(Cumulative Card Revenueit−1)+

g(Card Revenueit) + Weekt + Storeit + Shiftit + εit,

(3)

where Cutit is the card commission that worker i gets in week t divided by the total card commis-

sion from all card transactions in which worker i participates in week t and g(·) are fourth-order

polynomial functions.7 Equation (3) is the same as those in Equations (1) and (2) except for

5 Store-level fixed effects are identifiable (even with our individual fixed effects) since 32 percent (28 percent) of 571
(932) workers who were at least active for 30 (10) weeks have worked in more than one salon, likely for training
purposes or to mitigate a temporary staffing shortage.

6 We cannot control for the individual-level characteristics of the focal worker, such as age and rank, because the
effects of such control variables will be absorbed in our productivity fixed effect.

7 Our results do not change qualitatively if g(·) is constant, first-order, second-order, third-order, or fifth-order poly-
nomials.
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g(Cumulative Card Transactionsit−1) + g(Cumulative Card Revenueit−1) and g(Card Revenueit).

We control for g(Card Revenueit) since we suspect the total amount of money available for

division may affect bargaining effort. We also control for workers’ card sales ability with the

accumulative number of card sales and card revenue generated by a worker until week t,

g(Cumulative Card Transactionsit−1) + g(Cumulative Card Revenueit−1). Since the commission a

worker earns during a card sale may depend on her contribution to the card sale, bargaining abil-

ity, and pro-social preference, her cumulative number of sales attempts to control for the first

factor, such that the estimated bargaining trait depends only on bargaining power and pro-social

preferences.

To show the robustness of our specification, in Appendix A we demonstrate that our results

are robust to model specification, data selection, and temporal specifications. In particular, our

main results remain qualitatively unchanged if we only consider two-person card transactions in

Equation (3). We also show that our results hold if we use finer transaction-level data to estimate

bargaining traits.

4. Results
4.1. Bargaining and Productivity Estimates

We estimate models 1-3 using ordinary least squares with standard errors clustered at the worker

level,8 identifying productivity traits Gs and Gc and bargaining trait Cc for our samples of 571

and 932 workers. Figure 1 presents the joint distribution of productivity and peer bargaining fixed

effects for the 571 worker sample, broken out by gender. Vertical and horizontal lines represent the

median worker on productivity and peer bargaining respectively. Worker traits are substantively

meaningful in predicting both productivity and bargaining. Worker productivity fixed effects in

our service productivity model explain 22.4 percent of all variance, while worker fixed effects in

our card sales productivity model explain 8.2 percent of variance. Worker fixed effects in our peer

bargaining models explain 11.2 percent of the variance.

A simple linear OLS model shows that average peer bargaining traits are positively related to

task productivity (β=0.232, SE=.041), but this ignores the key differences in this relationship

for men and women evident in Figure 1. Although the productivity distributions of women and

men are similar, men dominate the top half of peer bargaining outcomes. Female workers receive

considerably lower commission splits relative to their contributions compared with male coworkers.

Women must reach the 90th percentile of productivity to achieve the bargaining share of the median

8 Although clustering at the store level would be more conservative, such standard errors would be biased due to only
32 clusters (Cameron et al. 2008), so we cluster at the worker level. We note that the precision of our fixed effect
estimates is not of particular importance because we will be comparing the distribution of male and female fixed
effects. Moreover, since the precision of our fixed effects is not the main focus, we estimate Equations (1), (2) and (3)
separately instead of controlling for correlated standard errors.
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Figure 1 Joint Distribution of Total Productivity and Peer Bargaining Fixed Effects by Gender

Note: This figure shows the unique bargaining and total productivity (card plus service) estimates for each of the

571 workers with at least 30 weeks of service and 30 card transactions. Men are represented in blue, while women are

pink. Vertical and horizontal lines represent medians. Linear fits and confidence intervals are included.

Figure 2 Total Productivity and Bargaining Fixed Effect Distributions by Gender

(a) Total Productivity Fixed Effect Distribution (b) Peer Bargaining Fixed Effect Distribution

Note: These figures present kernel density plots of worker fixed effect estimates over 571 workers. Panel (a) shows

distributions for male and (slightly higher) female productivity estimates. Panel (b) shows distinctly lower bargaining

estimates for women. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test shows that male and female workers have similar productivity

fixed effects and the difference is not statistically significant (p= 0.3174), while they have different bargaining fixed

effects (p< 0.0001).

male worker. The gender disparity is just as severe when examining only card sales productivity.

Figure 2 presents kernel density distributions of total productivity and peer bargaining estimates by

worker gender. Women show a weakly higher productivity distribution (Kolmogorov-Smirnov, p=

0.0317), while men have significantly better peer bargaining outcomes (p< 0.0001). The distribution

of fixed effects by gender suggests that despite slightly higher productivity, women on average earn

only 76 percent of the card sales commissions of their male counterparts.

To further demonstrate this, we divide workers into four groups by median productivity and

bargaining fixed effects for our two samples of 571 and 932 workers. Table 2 shows the remarkable
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Table 2 Worker Categorization by Gender

Sample A Sample B
Gi Ci Men Women P-value Men Women P-value

Low Low 65 99 < 0.001 76 193 < 0.001
(19.1%) (43%) (15.2%) (44.7%)

Low High 113 9 < 0.001 178 19 < 0.001
(33.1%) (3.9%) (35.6%) (4.4%)

High Low 49 73 < 0.001 74 123 < 0.001
(14.4%) (31.7%) (14.8%) (28.5%)

High High 114 49 0.002 172 97 < 0.001
(33.4%) (21.3%) (34.4%) (22.5%)

Total Workers 571 932

Note: This table shows the number of male and female workers who fall in each of four quadrants defined by

median productivity and bargaining. Sample A requires a minimum of 30 weeks’ service while Sample B requires

10 weeks. P-values based on chi-squared tests.

differences by gender in the number of workers who fall in our four median-based quadrants. Based

on the 571 worker sample, women are far more likely (31.7 percent) than men (14.4 percent) to

have above-median productivity and below-median bargaining outcomes (p< .001), while men are

much more likely (33.1 percent) than women (3.9 percent) to receive better bargaining outcomes

than their productivity warrants (p< .001). Women are also far less likely (21.3 percent) to receive

equitable bargaining outcomes commensurate with their high performance compared to men (33.4

percent, p= .002). We emphasize that this is not because women are less productive. Although

47.8 percent of men have high productivity, 52.6 percent of women meet this standard, and the

difference is statistically insignificant (p= 0.291). The driving factor behind gender differences is

bargaining outcomes; only 25.2 percent of women are in the top half of bargaining traits.

We more formally test this gender discrepancy by regressing each worker’s peer bargaining fixed

effect on their total productivity fixed effect while controlling for the worker’s age, job type, and

rank in the organization. It is possible, for example, that the female workers are all of lower rank,

younger, less experienced, or perform tasks that have low contribution. Our variable of interest

is the worker’s gender and the interaction between male gender and the productivity fixed effect.

Table 3 presents results for regressions that alternatively use service productivity and card sales

productivity as dependent variables.

Columns I through III (Sample A) demonstrate how our three different productivity measures

correlate with worker bargaining traits in both men and women for those 571 workers with at

least 30 weeks of observations. Male workers consistently have higher bargaining outcomes given

their productivity even when controlling for position, age, and education. Moreover, the interaction

between being a male worker and card productivity is negative, which signals that card sales

productivity is more strongly correlated with bargaining fixed effects for female workers than for
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Table 3 Productivity and Bargaining for Different Genders

Dependent Variable: Bargaining Fixed Effects
Sample A Sample B

I II III IV V VI

Card Productivity (Gci ) 0.322∗∗∗ 0.307∗∗∗

(0.044) (0.043)
Service Productivity (Gsi ) 0.397∗∗∗ 0.367∗∗∗

(0.052) (0.036)
All Productivity (Gai ) 0.401∗∗∗ 0.384∗∗∗

(0.058) (0.044)
Male 0.705∗∗∗ 0.582∗∗∗ 0.660∗∗∗ 0.561∗∗∗ 0.495∗∗∗ 0.556∗∗∗

(0.141) (0.137) (0.141) (0.080) (0.083) (0.076)
Male ×Gci −0.376∗∗∗ −0.385∗∗∗

(0.064) (0.051)
Male ×Gsi −0.073 −0.014

(0.055) (0.052)
Male ×Gai −0.192∗∗∗ −0.162∗∗∗

(0.054) (0.048)

Worker Characteristics Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 571 571 571 932 932 932
R2 0.535 0.595 0.570 0.535 0.594 0.571

Note: Standard errors, clustered at the employee level, are presented in parentheses, with significance levels:

∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01. Sample A requires at least 30 weeks of observations while Sample B requires 10

weeks. Worker characteristics are defined in Table 1.

male workers. Columns IV through VI (Sample B) show consistent results for the sample of workers

with at least 10 weeks’ observation.

4.2. Predicting Worker Type with Machine Learning

Our results show that male and female workers tend to have similar productivity fixed effects,

controlling for other factors, and female workers systematically have lower peer bargaining fixed

effects compared to male workers. Such results may be driven by the fact that some other worker

characteristics, such as job types, are jointly correlated with workers’ gender and their productivity

and bargaining power. For instance, our results could be rationalized if female workers are more

likely to be beauticians and male workers are more likely to be stylists, and stylists on average

contribute more to card sales than beauticians and in turn get a higher split. Since we cannot

control for worker-level characteristics while estimating fixed effects, we provide more evidence that

gender plays a vital role in bargaining by using a predictive model. In particular, if gender, instead

of other correlated characteristics, significantly affects workers’ bargaining outcomes but not their

productivity, it should be an important predictor of workers’ bargaining fixed effects but not their

productivity fixed effects.

We implement a machine-learning model to more formally identify how various worker character-

istics, including gender, predict a worker’s combination of productivity and bargaining. Using this

approach, we seek to predict three outcomes with separate models: (a) productivity type, which
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equals one if the worker’s productivity fixed effect is above median and zero otherwise; (b) peer

bargaining type, which equals one if the worker’s bargaining fixed effect is above median and zero

otherwise; and (c) classification type, or the quadrant in which the worker falls. The independent

variables represent time-invariant worker characteristics: age, gender, education level, job type,

rank, hometown, starting year, and store. In order to both model the complex and possibly highly

nonlinear function between workers’ characteristics and their types and to prevent model over-

fitting, we implement a widely adopted machine-learning method, extreme gradient boosted trees

(XGBOOST), using the R software package (Chen and Guestrin 2016). The XGBOOST model

bootstraps a multitude of decision trees in order to classify observations (e.g, our worker types),

focusing on maximizing out-of-sample predictive accuracy while correcting for overfitting. In each

iteration, this approach builds a decision tree by drawing a bootstrapped sample and randomly

selecting a subset of features. The approach also adjusts the outcome variables in each iteration

based on the prediction errors from the decision tree in the previous iteration in order to improve

the decision tree in each round. Based on these bootstrapped samples with the selected features

and the adjusted outcome variables, the algorithm builds a decision tree greedily (i.e., maximizes

the information gains of each split from the top of the tree).

The XGBOOST model has three major benefits over traditional classification methods, such as

logistic and probit regression. The first benefit is that it considers complex and possibly highly

nonlinear interactions between important features as well as their nonlinear effects on the outcome

variable. This allows us to empirically model nonlinear interactions between different worker char-

acteristics and gender, if any exist, as well as their impact on productivity and bargaining fixed

effects. The second benefit is that, similar to other tree-based models, the model automatically

drops unimportant features and can rank features based on their contribution to the final outcome.

This enables us to test whether gender plays an important role in predicting worker productivity

or bargaining fixed effects. Finally, the XGBOOST model allows us to trade off between in-sample

accuracy and out-of-sample prediction power naturally without regularization. In particular, the

boosting tree algorithm has many “hyper-parameters” such as the depth of the trees and the

number of features randomly selected in constructing each tree. Depending on the choice of these

hyper-parameters, this algorithm can describe functions with different levels of complexity and in

turn have different levels of overfitting.

In order to prevent overfitting, we use three repeats of 10-fold cross-validation to estimate the

out-of-sample prediction errors and search for the optimal hyper-parameters. Intuitively, 10-fold

cross-validation divides the training sample into 10 pieces. For each piece, the algorithm will train

the model based on the other 9 pieces of the data and test the algorithm’s out-of-sample prediction

power on this remaining piece of the data. Therefore, for each set of hyper-parameters, the algorithm
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will have 10 performance measures (from 10 pieces) and the algorithm’s overall performance is

simply the average of these 10 performance measures. Three repeats means that we repeat the

above 10-fold cross-validation three times with different data divisions and compute the average

out-of-sample performance of the model over these three repeats. The out-of-sample performance

measures are then used to find the optimal set of hyper-parameters by searching through a grid

of hyper-parameters. Once the algorithm finds this optimal set, it will construct the boosting tree

model on all data (instead of 9 pieces of the data) using this set of hyper-parameters.

We first present results for the two models predicting productivity and peer bargaining traits

separately. Panels (a) and (b) of Figure F.3 in the Appendix represent our in-sample and out-of-

sample prediction accuracy for each separate trait. There are several important observations from

this figure. First, the out-of-sample error rates of both productivity and the peer bargaining types

are well below 0.5 (i.e., the accuracy of randomly guessing), which suggests that worker demo-

graphics could help us pre-classify workers into different quadrants. Second, we observe that as the

number of iterations increases, the in-sample error continues to fall while the out-of-sample errors

stabilize. This suggests that if we did not use cross-validation to find the best hyper-parameters,

our model would suffer from severe overfitting problems. Third, we observe that the out-of-sample

errors are considerably lower for peer bargaining types than for productivity types. As we will

show later, this is because gender is a very strong predictor of bargaining type while it only weakly

predicts productivity. This is consistent with our previous analysis that female workers consistently

receive lower bargaining cuts compared to male workers.

Last, we analyze the prediction algorithms to demonstrate which demographics account for the

difference in prediction power between the two traits. In particular, following traditional machine-

learning approaches (Strobl et al. 2007), we use the weighted Gini index of a feature to represent

that feature’s importance in our model. Intuitively, a feature’s Gini index represents the average

height of the feature on a decision tree. If a feature is at the top of a tree (i.e., the decision tree first

splits on this feature), it is important in predicting outcomes. Therefore, the height of a feature on

the final model is a good representation of the feature’s importance in the algorithm. Panels (a)

and (b) of Figure 3 demonstrate the top 10 features for both productivity and peer bargaining.

One important observation is that although gender is only weakly important in predicting worker

productivity, it is the most important feature for predicting peer bargaining. Again, this provides

indirect evidence that female workers consistently get lower bargaining outcomes compared to male

workers with comparable productivity. We note that age is highly important in predicting both

productivity and bargaining. Although we also include starting year, this could represent career

experience or, alternatively, status.
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Figure 3 In-Sample and Out-of-Sample Prediction Errors of Bargaining and Productivity Type

(a) Gini Importance of Top Features (Productivity) (b) Gini Importance of Top Features (Bargaining)

Note: This figure presents the Gini importance for the top 10 predictors of productivity and bargaining types from

our extreme gradient boosted trees models based on all 932 workers. Panel (a) shows that age most strongly predicts

productivity. Panel (b) shows that gender most strongly predicts bargaining, with age also being important. In Panel

(a), Store1, Store2, and Store3 represent Store 17, 22, and 33 fixed effects; Title1 and Title2 represent “Others” and

”Technician” fixed effects; Rank 1 represents “Senior” fixed effect. In Panel (b), Title1, Title2, and Title3 represent

“Technician,” “Stylist,” and “Others” fixed effects; Store1, Store2, and Store3 represent Store 33, 22, and 9 fixed

effects.

5. Identification Tests

Our identification strategy relies on workers’ quasi-random variation in customers, shifts, and peers

to estimate permanent productivity and bargaining estimates for each worker as fixed effects while

controlling for other nonrandom confounding factors (such as service type). As the assignment

of workers to customers cannot be completely random, we next address several possible concerns

about the assignment mechanism that might reduce confidence in our results. One concern is if

men and women are working very different combinations of shifts, which would suggest gender was

driving endogenous staff scheduling decisions. A second concern is if workers always form the same

teams, suggesting endogenous team formation that would reduce team variation and possibly bias

our estimates. Finally, the biggest concern with our results is if workers are consistently forming

teams based on unobserved ability. Although our interviews with management about the staffing

and team formation processes reduce these concerns, we provide further evidence below that they

are unlikely to explain our results.

Evidence of consistent staffing across gender. We first provide evidence that men and

women are not staffed differently in ways that might bias their productivity or bargaining estimates.

First, we note that of the 932 workers (our primary sample) who work at least 10 weeks in our

data, 773 have a median work week of either 5 or 6 days. Table 4 shows that of these 932 workers,

male workers are no more likely to work on weekends or mornings, controlling for their title, age,

rank, and store.
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Table 4 Staffing across Gender

Dependent Variable:

Weekend Morning

(1) (2)

Male −0.0002 −0.000
(0.001) (0.000)

Worker Characteristics Yes Yes
Observations 1,720,736 1,720,736

Note: ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01

Figure 4 Distribution of Weekly Peer Interactions in Team
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Note: We group all transactions at the week and store level and choose the week and store block if there are more

than 5 employees and 100 transactions. We then compute the number of matches that happen between each pair of

employees.

Evidence of rotational team formation. We next provide the distribution of worker-team

matches to show there is significant variation in who works with whom. Figure 4 provides a his-

togram showing the frequency that any two workers at a given store are on the same team in a given

week, based on 932 workers. As is evident, the vast majority of worker pairs work together only one

time in a week, which demonstrates the variation in team formation crucial for our identification

strategy. Furthermore, the figure shows that it is rare to have pairs of workers who consistently

serve together; less than 2 percent of worker pairs appear more than five times in a week.

Evidence of consistent teammates’ fixed effects across gender. One key concern with

our data is that if workers endogenously select into teams based on similar productivity, the service

productivity estimators (Gs
i ) do not purely capture a worker’s productivity but instead also reflect

her consistent pairing with like workers. A similar problem would occur if managers were strategi-

cally pairing workers based on productivity. Such endogeneity problems would potentially endanger

our main claim that female workers consistently receive lower bargaining outcomes compared to

male workers with comparable productivity. In particular, our results would be confounded if fe-

male workers tend to work with more productive coworkers and there is a positive productivity

spillover that is not completely captured by commission adjustments.
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Table 5 Teammates’ Fixed Effects across Gender

Dependent Variable:
Sample A Sample B

Coworker’s Gi Coworker’s Ci Coworker’s Gi Coworker’s Ci

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Male Worker −0.145 0.347∗∗∗ −0.156 0.252∗∗∗

(0.112) (0.066) (0.100) (0.053)

Observations 571 571 932 932
Worker Characteristics Yes Yes Yes Yes

Note: Robust standard errors presented in parentheses and are not clustered so as to provide a conservative

identification test. ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01. Sample A requires at least 30 weeks of observations, while Sample

B requires 10 weeks.

To formally explore this possible issue, we use service and card transactions with two-person

teams (80.2 percent of all multi-worker service transactions) and compute each worker’s average

teammate productivity for each week. If female workers indeed tend to work with more productive

workers and in turn have upwardly biased productivity fixed effects, we should find that female

workers have higher coworker productivity. Table 5 shows the results of regressing average coworker

productivity on worker gender. Columns (1) and (2) use our smaller sample requiring 30 weeks,

while columns (3) and (4) use the larger sample over 10 weeks. Columns (1) and (3) show that

male gender does not identifiably correlate with coworkers’ average productivity, which suggests

that our results are unlikely to be driven by the possibility that male workers’ productivity FE are

underestimated due to coworker selection. Columns (2) and (4) show that male gender appears to

correlate positively with coworkers’ bargaining fixed effects, which suggests that our results cannot

be driven by the possibility that male workers tend to work with workers with low bargaining FEs.

Instead, these positive coefficients suggest that the bargaining gap between men and women might

actually be larger than we identify, given that men are negotiating against stronger bargainers.

6. Evidence on Mechanisms

Although our results provide strong evidence that women receive low peer bargaining outcomes

relative to their productivity, we also care whether these outcomes are freely chosen or instead result

from power disparities. We provide a parsimonious bargaining model in which women can accept

less advantageous outcomes because either they prefer such outcomes due to equality preferences

(Andreoni and Vesterlund 2001, Eckel and Grossman 2001) or they have lower bargaining power

(Amanatullah and Tinsley 2013, Small et al. 2007). This lower bargaining power for women may

result from being less confident and under-estimating their contribution to the task. In addition,

the social norm in this setting may also require women to accept unequal outcomes.
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6.1. A Formal Model of Peer Bargaining

Following the past literature on inequality aversion in economics (Fehr and Schmidt 1999), mar-

keting (Cui et al. 2007), and operations (Chen et al. 2008), we formally model how distributional

preferences and bargaining power can generate peer bargaining outcomes using the one-shot ulti-

matum game. In particular, we assume that the bargaining game has a proposer and a responder

and, without loss of generosity, that they split one unit of wealth. The bargaining game is as fol-

lows: The proposer proposes a share s to the responder. If the responder accepts the proposal, she

receives s, while the proposer receives 1− s. If the responder declines the proposal, she receives

her outside option rr and the proposer receives her own outside option rs. In our context, this

means that two workers have rational expectations over what splits they will receive if they team

up to sell a card. If the expected value of teaming up is lower than the outside options (i.e., the

opportunity cost of selling the card) for either worker, they will not form a team in the first place.

Otherwise, they will form a team, generate the card sale, and divide the commission based on the

expected agreeable split.

Following Fehr and Schmidt (1999), we assume that workers may have distributional preference

such that they care about outcomes that are inequitable to both themselves and their partners.

The worker i’s utility for a split (xi, xj such that xi +xj = 1) is:

ui(xi, xj) = xi−αimax{xj −xi,0}−βimax{xi−xj,0}, (4)

where αi and βi represent the prosociality of the worker i. Similar to past work, we assume that

βi <αi ∀i, such that workers care more about disadvantageous inequity. Moreover, we assume that

βi ≤ 1 ∀i, or that no one is “absolutely” prosocial: the utility gained from getting 0.1 share of the

pie is lower than the disutility from having a 0.1 difference in the bargaining outcomes. Last, we

assume that max{rr, rs} ≤ 0.5, representing that an agent, regardless of whether she is the proposer

or the responder, would have a positive chance of gaining utility while bargaining.

With this utility function, our bargaining game can be described by the primitives on the pro-

poser’s and responder’s preferences and outside options θ= (αs, αr, βs, βr, rr, rs). Given the primi-

tives, we can characterize the bargaining outcomes:

Proposition 1. [Bargaining Outcome] Given the primitives of the bargaining game, θ =

(αs, αr, βs, βr, rr, rs), the bargaining outcome is:

(xs, xr) =


(0.5,0.5), if βs ≥ 0.5 and βr < 0.5

(rs, rr) if βs ≥ 0.5 and βr ≥ 0.5

( 1+αr−rr
1+2αr

, rr+αr
1+2αr

) if βs < 0.5

where (xs, xr) is the share that the proposer and responder receive and xs + xr = 1 if there is a

trade.
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All proofs are in the Appendix. Proposition 1 shows that a worker’s final split is co-determined

by her distributional preference and outside option. If a person has a higher prosocial preference,

she will have higher β in the model. Moreover, the person’s outside option and her probability of

being the proposer jointly determine her bargaining power. Therefore, a person will get a higher

average bargaining outcome if she (a) is more likely to be a proposer (pi is larger), (b) is less

prosocial (β or α is larger), and (c) has a higher outside option (r is larger).

Suppose a worker i with (αi, βi, ri) is bargaining with a pool of workers with primitives drawn

from three distributions (α ∈A, β ∈ B and r ∈R). The probability that worker i is a proposer is

denoted as pi ∈ (0,1). The average split of worker i when there is a trade is denoted as xi. The

following lemma (see Appendix for proof) formally summarizes the aforementioned comparative

statics results related to average bargaining outcomes:

Lemma 1. [Comparative Statics] xi is weakly increasing in pi and ri. xi is weakly increasing in

αi and xi is weakly decreasing in βi.

Given Proposition 1, we can simulate a person’s share given his or her primitives. In particular,

we assume that the worker bargains with a population of workers whose α is drawn from a uniform

distribution on [0,1], and β is drawn from a uniform distribution on [0, α], and r is drawn from a

uniform distribution on [0,0.5]. We simulate the worker’s average bargaining outcomes with respect

to ri ∈ [0,0.5] and xi ∈ (0,1), αi = 1.0 and βi ∈ {0.25,0.75}. Panel (a) in Figure 5 represents the

average payoff of the agent with respect to her outside option and proposing probability under

low prosociality (β = 0.25). As the agent’s bargaining power increases—her outside option (ri) or

proposing probability (pi) increases—the agent has a higher average payoff regardless of αi and

βi. Panel (b) in Figure 5 shows the average payoff under high prosociality (β = 0.75). Again, as

the agent’s bargaining power increases, the agent has a higher average payoff regardless of αi and

βi. Moreover, comparing the two panels, we find that the agent will receive lower payoffs (for each

pair of xi and ri) if the agent has a higher β.

Our model implies that there are multiple reasons why a worker might have a lower peer bar-

gaining trait. First, she may have a stronger fairness preference β. Second, she may have a lower

outside option r. Third, she may have a lower probability of being the proposer, which, in our case,

can represent bargaining ability.

To help identify which mechanisms explain our results, we first present the raw commission splits

based on the gender mix in teams of two: all-female, all-male, and mixed-gender. Figure 6 shows

the kernel density plot of the commission split for different gender mixes. In particular, we observe

two important moment conditions in Figure 6:
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Figure 5 Peer Bargaining Based on Bargaining Power and Fairness Preferences

(a) Average Payoffs with Low Prosociality (β) (b) Average Payoffs with High Prosociality (β)

Note: This figure presents bargaining share based on different levels of distributional preferences, outside option, and

proposer probability in our ultimatum game model. Each point represents 1,000 simulations.

1. Panel (a) of Figure 6 shows that half of all cards sold by all-female teams result in a 50-50

commission split, while in all-male teams less than 30 percent of transactions result in a 50-

50 commission split. This implies that in same-gender groups the average standard deviation of

female-to-female splits is much smaller than that of male-to-male splits.

2. Panel (b) of Figure 6 shows that in mixed-gender groups, male workers’ splits are much larger

than those of female workers.

To more formally test for preference- and power-based mechanisms, we conduct a large-scale

simulation based on our theoretical model to match the observed moment conditions above. In this

simulation, we vary the gender-specific prosociality (i.e., αmale, βmale, αfemale, βfemale) and bargain-

ing power (i.e., the proposing probability) of male and female workers. The simulation, presented in

detail in the Appendix, numerically shows that female workers need to have both lower bargaining

power and higher prosociality to explain the two aforementioned observations about the moment

conditions in Figure 6. In other words, the result from Panel (a) demonstrates that higher average

splits for men in mixed-gender teams can only result with superior male bargaining power. Panel

(b) shows that all-female teams will only have more equal splits than their male counterparts when

female workers are more prosocial than men. These results also support the argument by Abraham

(2017) that women suffer greater inequity in less formalized pay systems when working with men.

7. Operational Implications

Our evidence of gender pay inequity from peer bargaining is in and of itself an important perfor-

mance implication for managers, but this inequity may also generate more traditional performance

effects through outcomes such as turnover (Song et al. 2015, Ton and Huckman 2008). To examine
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Figure 6 All-Female Teams More Likely to Split Commissions Evenly

(a) Splits for All-Female and All-Male Teams

(b) Splits for Female and Male Workers in Mixed-gender Team

Note: This figure presents kernel density plots of raw data on bargaining splits in two-person card sales teams. Panel

(a) shows the distributions in same-gender teams. Panel (b) shows mixed-gender teams.

this, we test whether workers who are inequitably paid tend to stay with the firm for less time,

regressing tenure (in days) separately on worker productivity fixed effects and a measure of in-

equity derived from the bargaining fixed effect. This inequity measure is each worker’s residual

after regressing all worker bargaining fixed effects on productivity. In other words, it represents

the vertical distance from a common (not gender-specific) regression line of the values in Figure 1.

This cross-sectional regression directly tests whether those workers who receive below average bar-

gaining outcomes, given their productivity levels, stay at the firm for shorter periods. In addition,

we control for workers’ characteristics, including rank, title, age, and start year to address data

censoring concerns.
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Table 6 Impact of Productivity and Bargaining FEs on Worker Tenure

Dependent Variable: Worker Lifetime
Sample A Sample B Sample C

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

All Productivity FE 4.240 27.459∗∗∗ 34.949∗∗∗

(10.543) (9.257) (10.691)
Bargaining FE Residuals 22.372∗∗ 15.153∗ 21.925∗∗

(9.238) (8.433) (9.956)

Worker Characteristics Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 571 571 932 932 667 667
R2 0.664 0.668 0.615 0.613 0.588 0.584

Note: Robust standard errors presented in parentheses, ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01. Sample A requires at least

30 weeks of observations, Sample B requires at least 10 weeks of observations. Sample C contains employees who

have at least 10 weeks of observation and end before the ending of our sample period (i.e., June 1st, 2013).

The regression results are presented in Table 6 for our three samples. In both Samples A and B,

workers with negative residuals that reflect bargaining outcomes below their productivity stay for

shorter periods, as do lower productivity workers in our larger sample. The coefficient in column (2)

implies a one standard deviation decrease in the residual reduces tenure by 22 days, or 4 percent,

with indistinguishable differences between men and women. Sample C only contains workers who

have at least 10 weeks of observations and end before our data sample period (i.e., June 1, 2013)

in order to address the right censoring problem of our specifications about Sample A and Sample

B. It demonstrates that our main results are consistent even if we only focus on workers who end

before the data period and do not have right censoring on their tenure. The key interpretation of

these results is that for any given productivity level, workers with worse bargaining outcomes have

shorter total tenures. Practically, those inequitably paid workers who leave are most commonly

women, which implies an important operational cost to the gender inequity that peer bargaining

generates.

8. Discussion and Conclusion

In this paper, we estimate two worker traits crucial for the operational performance of teams: task

productivity and peer bargaining. Our evidence from Chinese salon workers shows both significant

heterogeneity and explanatory power in these persistent traits, explaining 16.46 percent of the

variance in productivity and 8.0 percent in commission splits. More importantly, we show that

the combination of these two traits is strongly predicted by gender. In our sample, male workers

consistently extract advantageous bargaining values from their female coworkers, despite having no

observable productivity advantage. Consistent with overwhelming evidence on pay inequity, women

in our sample earn at least 24 percent less than their equally productive male counterparts. And
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as Castilla and Benard (2010) highlight, this occurs even in the context of a pay-for-performance

system. The uniqueness of our results, however, is that this inequity also results from bargaining

outcomes with peers. Although we can only observe bargaining on commission splits, we believe the

implications apply more broadly to inequitable task and effort divisions in teams as well (Babcock

et al. 2017).

Ideally, our study would directly compare pay inequity under randomly assigned hierarchical and

peer bargaining structures. Instead, we are only able to measure the significant inequity under peer

bargaining in one organization without knowing how severe this inequity would be with manager-

assigned pay. We can, however, emphasize that the 24 percent estimated pay gap is larger than

the pay gaps found in prior studies of hierarchical structures. Weichselbaumer and Winter-Ebmer

(2005) use meta-analysis to estimate a pay gap of 10 percent in Asia, with much larger inequities

in the United States and Europe. More recently, Joshi et al. (2015) and Card et al. (2015) find

similar magnitudes. Collectively, this prior work suggests that peer bargaining is at least as bad

if not worse in generating inequity in organizations. Consequently, although our study cannot tell

managers which system is worse, it highlights the importance of monitoring and enforcing pay (and

other types of) equity in self-managed teams.

Our results have significant implications for operational effectiveness and other important perfor-

mance metrics. Our results identify substantial variation in worker output relative to compensation,

which implies that firms could reduce costs by replacing their overcompensated workers. We also

show that under-compensation through bargaining is associated with shorter tenure. Although we

can make no causal claims, this correlation is consistent with a growing literature linking pay in-

equity to turnover due to social comparison (Song et al. 2015, Nickerson and Zenger 2008, Card

et al. 2012, Obloj and Zenger 2017) and outside job options (Campbell et al. 2012). There are also

strong reasons to believe that pay inequity might hurt other important operational performance

dimensions, such as productivity (Larkin et al. 2012, Gartenberg and Wulf 2017, Roels and Su

2013, Breza et al. 2017, Gubler et al. 2016), and increase misconduct (Gino and Pierce 2009, 2010,

Edelman and Larkin 2014, John et al. 2014, Larkin and Pierce 2015).

Our results provide direct implications for managers designing the incentives and controls for

teams of peers. Most directly, our paper shows that allowing peers to allocate tasks and rewards

will generate gender-based inequality in the allocation and that such inequality may be larger than

inequality generated by the centralized allocation system. Because this design decision effectively

puts inequity “out of sight” for the manager, it may also put this inequity “out of mind.” As

with contract and platform employment (Fernandez-Mateo 2009, Cook et al. 2018, Bidwell et al.

2013), allocation of the decision rights that generate the inequity does not remove the managerial

responsibility (ethically and potentially legally) to stem discrimination.
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One potential solution to mitigate inequity concerns while still enjoying benefits from self-

management is to implement formal rules for the crucial task and reward assignments where these

problems might occur. Indeed, many self-management designs have such rules (Bernstein et al.

2016). The key concern that cannot be ignored in the design of such rules is whether they might

statistically discriminate against classes of workers. Similarly, management plays a role in estab-

lishing behavioral norms in diverse work groups. Without an active manager to at least initially

establish these norms, behaviors such as bias and discrimination that appear in our setting are

likely outcomes (Chatman 2010). Another key solution is for managers to implement simple mon-

itoring protocols to test for inequities in rewards and common tasks. As our paper demonstrates,

productivity, staffing, and compensation data can reveal many inequities with analytics.

Another direct implication for managers is that they must consider peer bargaining traits when

strategically staffing worker teams. Managers typically focus on how high-productivity workers

increase peer performance through social pressure (Mas and Moretti 2009, Tan and Netessine

2018b), helping (Chan et al. 2014a), knowledge transfer (Azoulay et al. 2010, Chan et al. 2014b,

KC et al. 2013), and recruiting better talent (Agrawal et al. 2017). Our paper suggests that the

social dynamics known to influence peer productivity and pay (Bandiera et al. 2005, 2010, Hjort

2014) have a strong gender-based bargaining component. Our paper, like recent work categorizing

worker value on dimensions beyond task productivity (Oettl 2012, Burbano 2016, Pierce and Sny-

der 2008), emphasizes that other traits, such as helpfulness or prosociality, are also important in

identifying star employees and with whom to staff them and that workers who are stars on stan-

dard productivity measures may have significant additional costs for the firm. This implies that

assigning employees with diverse bargaining power to the same self-managed team might result in

the inequitable allocation of tasks and rewards.

Although one of the strengths of our setting is that peer workers directly bargain over monetary

rewards, we acknowledge that this specific policy is not commonly used. Yet we believe the peer

bargaining over monetary rewards is more broadly generalizable to nonmonetary rewards commonly

bargained over in teams of peers. These rewards, such as recognition, promotions, and awards,

are also important components of equity calculations and likely to suffer the same gender inequity

observed here. Furthermore, given the trend toward self-management in many industries, our study

is a warning that pay and other rewards may be poor candidates for allocation by peers.

We note several limitations of our study. First, we cannot observe why these workers choose to

join or leave the salons, and the process through which teams are assigned is not truly random.

But interviews with management indicate that it is sufficiently random to make our results very

difficult to explain through endogenous sorting. Furthermore, our identification tests show little

evidence that worker teams strategically form based on productivity. Instead, workers appear to
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rotate through their many peers as teammates. So we are doubtful that strategic staffing decisions

are seriously biasing our results, but we cannot fully dispel this concern. Second, we cannot observe

any exchange between coworkers that occurs outside our data. It is possible, for example, that

workers may give financial or other side payments in exchange for larger bargaining shares in

commissions.

We note that our machine-learning models directly address the common concern that correlations

observed in regression models might be spurious. Standard errors in team- or network-based studies

are notoriously difficult to estimate (Gel et al. 2017), and even with our cluster correction at the

worker level we might be concerned that the joint distribution of productivity and bargaining

fixed effects simply reflects noise. Our machine-learning approach, however, provides validation

that productivity and peer bargaining traits are meaningful and predictable based on observable

worker characteristics. Most clearly, we can be confident that women’s consistently lower bargaining

outcomes are driving our classification.

Like most field studies, our results from China are embedded in a specific culture with unique

norms and preferences around bargaining, fairness, and gender roles. Extensive work shows dif-

ferences across cultures in coworker interaction (Tinsley and Brett 2001), negotiation strategies

and outcomes (Gunia et al. 2016), and most specifically around fairness or equality (Gelfand et al.

2002). Furthermore, the gender pay inequality we observe is specific to China. Social scientists

have found broad differences in pay equity across countries (Blau and Kahn 2003). We note, how-

ever, that this literature has typically found more equal negotiation outcomes (Tinsley and Pillutla

1998) and smaller pay gaps (Weichselbaumer and Winter-Ebmer 2005) in China than in Western

countries, which would suggest greater bargaining trait variance in settings different from our own.

As the world’s largest economy with 20 percent of world population, even culturally specific results

are important and generalizable.

Finally, we recognize that although our results are consistent with a mechanism combination

of pro-social preferences and bargaining power, we cannot precisely define their relative impor-

tance. Furthermore, we cannot discern between different sources of bargaining power across gender.

Similarly, there are potentially other mechanisms that contribute to but cannot fully explain our

results. For example, if men are more overconfident about their own abilities or contributions than

are women (Bordalo et al. 2019), then both men and women might perceive commission splits to

be equitable, even if they objectively aren’t. Recent work by Murciano-Goroff (2018), for example,

argues that male software engineers might be disproportionately hired because they overstate their

skills while female applicants understate theirs. We note that although these biases could help

explain our mixed-gender team results, they cannot explain the same-gender splits in our data.
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Table A.1 Worker Categorization by Gender for Alternative Specifications

Sample A Sample B
Gi Ci Men Women P-value Men Women P-value

Panel (A) Specification with Two-Person Transactions

Low Low 80 88 < 0.001 116 162 < 0.001
(23.5%) (38.3%) (23.2%) (37.5%)

Low High 97 21 < 0.001 138 50 < 0.001
(28.4%) (9.1%) (27.6%) (11.6%)

High Low 60 58 0.036 86 102 0.019
(17.6%) (25.2%) (17.2%) (23.6%)

High High 104 63 0.480 160 118 0.137
(30.5%) (27.4%) (32%) (27.3%)

Total Workers 571 932

Panel (B) Specification with Total Service Revenue

Low Low 45 96 < 0.001 60 179 < 0.001
(13.2%) (41.7%) (12%) (41.4%)

Low High 136 9 < 0.001 199 28 < 0.001
(39.9%) (3.9%) (39.8%) (6.5%)

High Low 56 89 < 0.001 90 137 < 0.001
(16.4%) (38.7%) (18%) (31.7%)

High High 104 36 < 0.001 151 88 < 0.001
(30.5%) (15.7%) (30.2%) (20.4%)

Total Workers 571 932

Note: This table shows the number of male and female workers who fall in each of four quadrants defined by

median productivity and bargaining. Sample A requires a minimum of 30 weeks’ service while Sample B requires

10 weeks. P-values based on chi-squared tests.

Appendix

A. Robustness of Productivity and Bargaining Fixed Effects

In this section, we demonstrate that our main result—female workers tend to have similar productivity

fixed effects but lower peer bargaining fixed effects compared to male workers—remains robust towards

alternative data-sampling rules, model specifications, and variable definitions. In particular, we present two

new specifications: one with a different data-sampling rule and data-aggregation level to estimate bargaining

fixed effects, and the other with a new definition of service revenue to estimate productivity fixed effects.

The first specification uses the service and card productivity fixed effects estimated from Equations (1) and

(2). For bargaining fixed effects, it only uses data from two-person transactions so that the empirical results

can be matched with the theoretical bilateral bargaining model in Section 6. It also uses the transaction-

level instead of week-level data to achieve more accurate estimates of bargaining fixed effects. The detailed

specification is as follows:

Cutijt =Cc
i + CardTransactionTypeijt + NumDaysit

g(Cumulative Card Transactionsit−1) + g(Cumulative Card Revenueit−1)+

g(Card Revenueijt) + Weekt + Storeit + Shiftit + εijt,

(5)

where Cutijt represents the percentage of total commission received by worker i working with coworker j on

transaction ijt.
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The results of this specification are in Panel (A) of Table A.1. It is clear that under this new specification,

there are disproportionally more female workers with high productivity and low bargaining power and dis-

proportionally fewer female workers with low productivity and high bargaining power. In other words, our

main results are confirmed.

The second specification uses the same card productivity fixed effects and bargaining fixed effects as the

main models in Equations (2) and (3). When estimating the service productivity fixed effects, however,

instead of using commission-adjusted service revenue, this specification uses total revenue. In other words,

assume that a service transaction has generated USD 100, and two workers who contributed to it have earned

USD 3 and USD 7 as commissions. In this case, the service revenue for each worker in the specification is

USD 100.

The results of this specification in Panel (B) of Table A.1 confirm that female workers have higher pro-

ductivity fixed effects but lower bargaining fixed effects compared to male workers.

B. Detailed Regression Results of Productivity and Bargaining Estimates

In this section, we provide the detailed regression results for Equations (1) to (3). These three regressions

are used to estimate the service and card productivity fixed effects as well as the bargaining fixed effect.

Columns (1) to (3) of Table B.2 and Table B.3 show the results of the original regressions based on Equations

(1) to (3). Fixed effects for store ID and week are not reported.

C. Simulation on Bargaining Outcomes

In order to understand what mechanisms drive the results in Figure 6, we conduct a large-scale simulation.

In particular, we observe two important moment conditions in Figure 6:

1. Panel (a) shows that in same-gender groups, the average standard deviation of female-to-female splits

is much smaller than that of male-to-male splits. In other words, females are more likely to split around 50

percent.

2. Panel (b) shows that in mixed-gender groups, male workers’ splits are much larger than those of female

workers.

Therefore, we design a simulation method by varying the prosociality of male and female workers (i.e.,

αmale, βmale, αfemale, βfemale) and the bargaining power of male and female workers (i.e., the proposing prob-

ability of male workers).9 In this simulation, we have five parameters:

1. Prosociality of male workers: αmale = βmale ∼Uniform(0, xmale)

2. Prosociality of female workers: αfemale = βfemale ∼Uniform(0, xfemale)

3. Proposing probability of male workers: pmale = 1− pfemale
4. Outside options of male workers: rmale ∼Uniform(0, r̄male)

5. Outside options of female workers: rfemale ∼Uniform(0, r̄female)

9 Bargaining power can also be represented by the outside options of female and male workers (rmale and rfemale). Our
simulation results hold if we use outside options to represent bargaining power instead of the proposing probability.
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Table B.2 Detailed Regression Results of Equations (1) to (3) (Table 1)

Dependent Variable:

Service Productivity Card Productivity Bargaining FE

(1) (2) (3)

Shift Monday 0 1.696∗∗∗ 0.242∗ −0.055
(0.413) (0.146) (0.035)

Shift Monday 1 0.074∗∗∗ 0.037∗∗∗ −0.001
(0.007) (0.011) (0.003)

Shift Tuesday 0 0.099∗∗∗ 0.289∗∗∗ 0.041∗∗∗

(0.026) (0.070) (0.012)
Shift Tuesday 1 0.073∗∗∗ 0.033∗∗∗ 0.002

(0.007) (0.010) (0.003)
Shift Wednesday 0 0.106∗∗∗ 0.011 −0.041∗∗

(0.023) (0.059) (0.016)
Shift Wednesday 1 0.086∗∗∗ 0.028∗∗∗ 0.0004

(0.007) (0.010) (0.003)
Shift Thursday 0 0.090∗∗∗ 0.127∗∗ 0.008

(0.023) (0.053) (0.012)
Shift Thursday 1 0.051∗∗∗ 0.048∗∗∗ −0.003

(0.007) (0.011) (0.003)
Shift Friday 0 0.134∗∗∗ 0.051 −0.005

(0.018) (0.036) (0.012)
Shift Friday 1 0.089∗∗∗ 0.044∗∗∗ −0.002

(0.006) (0.010) (0.003)
Shift Saturday 0 0.120∗∗∗ 0.218∗∗∗ 0.002

(0.019) (0.049) (0.011)
Shift Saturday 1 0.099∗∗∗ 0.060∗∗∗ 0.0002

(0.007) (0.009) (0.002)
Shift Sunday 0 0.113∗∗∗ 0.236∗∗∗ 0.012

(0.019) (0.052) (0.011)
Shift Sunday 1 0.114∗∗∗ 0.081∗∗∗ −0.001

(0.008) (0.009) (0.002)
Service Transaction Type (Other) 2.059∗∗∗

(0.112)
Service Transaction Type (Style) 0.682∗∗∗

(0.125)
Service Transaction Type (Stylist Haircut) 0.989∗∗∗

(0.118)
Service Transaction Type (Hair Care) 2.381∗∗∗

(0.135)
Service Transaction Type (Hair Dye) 2.278∗∗∗

(0.140)
Service Transaction Type (Simple Haircut) 0.898∗∗∗

(0.127)
Card Transaction Type (New Card) −0.151∗∗∗ −0.017∗∗∗

(0.013) (0.004)

Observations 58,129 42,574 42,574
Adjusted R2 0.560 0.245 0.525

Note: Robust standard errors presented in parentheses, ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01. All levels of shifts are

identified since the model does not estimate a constant. The omitted category of Transaction Type for service

transactions is “Massage,” while the omitted category of Transaction Type for card transactions is “Card Refill.”
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Table B.3 Detailed Regression Results of Equations (1) to (3) (Table 2)

Dependent Variable:

Service Productivity Card Productivity Bargaining FE

(1) (2) (3)

NumDays 0.050∗∗∗ 0.057∗∗∗ 0.010∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.004) (0.001)
Avg. Number of Coworkers −0.424∗∗∗ 0.035∗∗ −0.131∗∗∗

(0.057) (0.018) (0.005)
Avg. Coworker Age 0.005∗∗∗ 0.001 −0.001∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.001) (0.0002)
Percent of Coworker Rank (Senior) −0.052 −0.140∗∗∗ −0.039∗∗∗

(0.054) (0.029) (0.008)
Percent of Coworker Rank (Junior) −0.045 −0.237∗∗∗ −0.006

(0.057) (0.030) (0.008)
Percent of Coworker Title (Beautician) 0.026 0.183∗∗∗ 0.035∗∗∗

(0.034) (0.016) (0.005)
Percent of Coworker Title (Stylist) −0.007∗∗∗ −0.031∗∗∗ 0.014∗∗∗

(0.002) (0.008) (0.002)
Percent of Coworker Title (Technician) 0.232∗∗∗ 0.068∗∗∗ 0.082∗∗∗

(0.039) (0.018) (0.006)
Percent of Coworker Title (Massager) 0.187 0.101∗∗ 0.028∗∗

(0.203) (0.049) (0.013)
Card Revenue 0.572

(0.573)
Card Revenue2 −0.141

(0.300)
Card Revenue3 0.383

(0.266)
Card Revenue4 −0.245

(0.228)
Cumulative Card Revenue 0.453

(2.251)
Cumulative Card Revenue2 −0.288

(1.008)
Cumulative Card Revenue3 −0.003

(0.716)
Cumulative Card Revenue4 −0.452

(0.465)
Cumulative Card Transactions 2.065

(1.865)
Cumulative Card Transactions2 −1.171

(1.058)
Cumulative Card Transactions3 1.254∗∗

(0.517)
Cumulative Card Transactions4 −0.438

(0.325)

Observations 58,129 42,574 42,574
Adjusted R2 0.560 0.245 0.525

Note: Robust standard errors presented in parentheses, ∗p<0.1; ∗∗p<0.05; ∗∗∗p<0.01. The omitted category of

Percent of Coworker Rank is “Intern,” while the omitted category of Percent of Coworker Title is “Others.”

Transaction Types are omitted due to space limitation.
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In the simulation, we assume that r̄male = r̄female = 0 (i.e., both female and male workers have outside

options 0) and xmale = 0 (i.e., male workers are always not prosocial).10 We vary xfemale from 0 to 0.5. We

also vary pmale from 0.5 (i.e., male and female workers have same bargaining power) to 0.9 (i.e., male workers

have much higher bargaining power). For each set of parameters (i.e., (xmale, xfemale, pmale, r̄male, r̄female),

we randomly draw 1,000 samples of (αmale, αfemale, pmale, rmale, rfemale) and report the average split of male

workers in mixed-gender groups and the standard deviations of splits in all-male and all-female groups.

Figure C.1 shows the simulation results.

Panel (a) in Figure C.1 shows the difference between male splits and female splits in the mixed-gender

groups with respect to female workers’ prosociality and male workers’ bargaining power (i.e., the probability

of proposing for male workers). The upper-left corner of the graph shows that if female and male workers

are equally prosocial and they have the same proposing probability, female and male workers’ split difference

is precisely at zero. The vertical direction of the graph shows that the difference of average splits becomes

increasingly larger when male workers have higher proposing probability (i.e., higher bargaining power).

However, the horizontal direction of the graph shows that the difference of average splits does not change

much if females become more prosocial. This suggests that in order for us to rationalize the data where

male workers have higher bargaining outcomes than female workers, we need male workers to have higher

bargaining power.

Panel (b) in Figure C.1 shows the difference between the standard deviations of male workers’ and female

workers’ splits in the same-gender groups with respect to female workers’ prosociality and male workers’

bargaining power. Again, the upper-left corner in the heat map is zero, suggesting that when female and

male workers have the same bargaining power and prosociality, they have the same standard deviation of

splits in the same-gender groups. The vertical direction of the graph shows that the difference of standard

deviations does not change with respect to one gender’s bargaining power. However, the horizontal direction

of the graph shows that this difference changes dramatically when one gender becomes more prosocial. This

suggests that in order to match the data that female workers have much lower standard deviation of splits

in same-gender groups, we need female workers to be more prosocial than male workers.

In summary, this simulation numerically shows that female workers need to have lower bargaining power

and higher prosociality to rationalize the two aforementioned observations in Figure 6.

D. Proof of Proposition 1:

Let us first analyze the decision by the responder given an offer s. If s≥ 0.5, the utility of accepting s for

the responder is ur(s) = s−βr(2s− 1). If βr < 0.5, ur(s) is always greater than or equal to 0.5, which means

that ur(s) is always greater than or equal to rr. If βr ≥ 0.5, we need s≤ rr−βr
1−2βr

. Since s≤ rr−βr
1−2βr

is bounded

above by −0.5 for βr ∈ [0.5,1] and rr ∈ [0.0,0.5], there is always no trade when βr ≥ 0.5.

Similarly, if s < 0.5, the utility of the responder is ur(s) = s−αr(1−2s), which is greater than the outside

option if s−αr(1− 2s)≥ rr, or s≥ rr+αr

1+2αr
. This means that the responder only accepts the offer if the offer

is big enough.

10 Our simulation results hold qualitatively if we use different outside option levels or different prosociality levels for
male workers.
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Figure C.1 Simulation of Male and Female Bargaining Outcomes

(a) Male-to-Female Split Average Difference in

Mixed-Gender Groups

(b) Male-to-Female Split Standard Deviation Differ-

ence in Same-Gender Groups

Note: This figure presents simulation results based on our ultimatum game bargaining model. Panel (a) presents the

average bargaining split difference between male and female workers in mixed-gender groups, while Panel (b) shows

the standard deviations of male and female splits in same-gender groups. The vertical axes represent the bargaining

power of the male worker based on the probability of being the proposer. The horizontal axes represent the prosociality

of female workers while holding male prosociality constant at zero. Each point represents 1,000 simulations. Panel (a)

shows that male bargaining advantage in mixed-gender teams cannot be achieved without superior male bargaining

power. Panel (b) shows that higher standard deviation in same-gender teams cannot be achieved without higher

prosociality of female workers.

Given the responder’s reaction, we can compute the proposer’s exact optimal strategy since this is a

complete-information game. First, notice the fact that βs ≤ 1 requires the proposer to offer at most s= 0.5.

This is because if βs ≤ 1, the proposer will always benefit by offering s= 0.5 instead of s > 0.5. Moreover,

notice that if s > 0.5 will be accepted by one responder, then s= 0.5 will always be accepted by the same

responder. Therefore, when the proposer is prosocial enough βs > 0.5, he prefers offering s= 0.5.

If the proposer is not prosocial enough, he will offer s < 0.5 and his utility is us = (2βs−1)s+(1−β). Since

the proposer can only offer when his share from the game is greater than his outside option, he will only

offer s if (2βs−1)s+ (1−βs)≥ rs, which is s≤ 1−βs−rs
1−2βs

. This means the offer has to be small enough for the

proposer to benefit from the game. Therefore, combining this with the responder’s action, the proposer will

always offer the lowest possible offer, which is rr+αr

1+2αr
if the offer is lower than the proposer’s breakeven point

1−βs−rs
1−2βs

. In other words, if 1−βs−rs
1−2βs

≥ rr+αr

1+2αr
, s= rr+αr

1+2αr
. Note that 1−βs−rs

1−2βs
≥ 0.5 for βs < 0.5 and rr+αr

1+2αr
≤ 0.5,

therefore, the condition is always satisfied.

In summary, since us = (2βs − 1)s+ (1− β) is decreasing in s if βs < 0.5. This means the proposer will

offer the smallest possible s < 0.5 when βs < 0.5, which is rr+αr

1+2αr
. If βs ≥ 0.5, the proposer will offer s= 0.5,

and this offer is only accepted by the responder if βr < 0.5. �

E. Proof of Lemma 1:

First, we prove that agent i’s payoff from the game is weakly increasing in pi, i.e., his probability of being the

proposer. This is intuitive since if an agent is a proposer, he will always get 0.5 (βs ≥ 0.5) or above (βs < 0.5)
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Figure F.1 Distribution of Card Team Size
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Note: This figure shows the distribution of card team size. As we note in the text, we use only those card teams with

two workers.

when there is a trade. This is because rr+αr

1+2αr
is bounded above by 0.5 for all feasible primitives. However, if

an agent is a responder, when there is a trade he will at most get 0.5. Therefore, an agent’s average payoff

increases when he is proposer compared to being a responder. The weak increase happens when there is no

trade regardless of whether the agent is a proposer or a responder.

Second, let us prove that if an agent i has higher outside option ri, he will receive a higher outcome when

bargaining with a pool of agents. This is also intuitive. When the agent i is bargaining with other agents,

regardless of whether he is a proposer or a responder, his split is bounded below by ri. Therefore, when

ri increases, the lower bound of the bargaining outcome increases. Since ri does not change the bargaining

outcome except setting the lower bound, the agent will get a higher split when ri increases.

Third, let us show that the average outcome is weakly increasing in αi. Notice that when agent i is the

proposer, his payoff does not depend on αi. If the agent is a responder, his average payoff is increasing in αi

since he will be willing to only accept a higher offer when αi increases.

Last, let us show that the average outcome is weakly decreasing in βi. Notice that when one agent i is

a proposer, he will get on average less of a payoff, if βi ≥ 0.5 versus βi < 0.5. If the person is a responder,

he will have some probability to get 0.5 if βi > 0.5. And he will not get 0.5 if βi ≥ 0.5. Since 0.5 dominates

all of agent i’s payoffs regardless of the opponent when the agent is a responder, the agent’s average payoff

decreases when βi increases. �

F. Auxiliary Graphs and Tables
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Figure F.2 Joint Distribution of Card Productivity and Peer Bargaining Fixed Effects by Gender

Note: This figure shows the unique bargaining and card productivity estimates for each of the 571 workers with at

least 30 weeks of service and 30 card transactions. Vertical and horizontal lines represent medians. Included are linear

fits and confidence intervals.

Figure F.3 In-Sample and Out-of-Sample Prediction Errors of Bargaining and Productivity Type

(a) Productivity Type Prediction (b) Bargaining Type Prediction

Note: This figure presents the errors for extreme gradient boosted trees predicting above-median productivity and

bargaining as well as worker classification type. Panels (a) and (b) show prediction errors for productivity and

bargaining type versus 50 percent counterfactual respectively.
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